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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10408-10285
1. LITAMIL-9 REPORTS SUBJ TRIED ARRANGE TRAVEL HAVA TO CLEAN HERSELF BUT AMBASSADOR RECEIVED CABLE SHE NOT WANTED IN CUBA. SHE WROTE BITTER LETTER TO JUAN MARINELLO COMPLAINING ABOUT UNFAIR TREATMENT RECEIVED FROM "THAT MAN HOAT" SAYING THAT IF BY END OF MONTH (DEC) SHE HAD NOT RECEIVED NEWS SHE WOULD GO TO CUBA TO STRAIGHTEN OUT MATTERS. THIS LETTER WAS SEEN BY JULIAPARICHI NOGALES WHO COMMENTED ON IT TO L-9.

2. IN VIEW OF FACT THAT REF A OBVIOUSLY NOT AT HAND WHEN REF B PREPARED, REQUEST HQS RECONSIDER REQUIREMENTS OF REF B AND ADVISE PHONE CALL ALONG LINES PARA 6 REF B MIGHT STILL BE GOOD IDEA.